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Abstract
In the last decennia, many applications of functional materials based on shape memory alloys have been identified, designed, modeled, and
tested. Among them, the NiTi shape memory alloys allowed the development of actuator and /or sensor devices for engineering and medical fields
based on their shape memory and super elastic characteristics. Applications as actuator/sensor are due to the detection almost instantly of the
induced phase transformations. A succinct approach about NiTi as actuator and/or sensor integration in low melting temperature parts/system or
devices is the target of the summarized review.
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Mini Review
Shape memory alloys (SMA) are a group of metallic alloys that
have attracted much interest as a functional material in a myriad
of engineering fields, as active, adaptive, or intelligent structures.
These binary compounds present unique properties besides
shape memory effect (SME), super elasticity (SE). Among SMA,
the NiTi (Nitinol) is the most relevant intermetallic compound due
to its functional and excellent mechanical properties [1-2]. The
unforeseen functional properties of SMA are due to a reversible
martensitic transformation between a stable high-temperature
austenitic phase (B2) and low-temperature martensitic phase
(B19’). The martensitic transformation can occur directly (B2
⬌B19’) or via R-phase [3]. The super elasticity results from
the stress-induced martensitic transformation (SIM) between
austenite and martensite[4,5]. Moreover, the shape memory effect
is also caused by thermal-induced martensite transformation
(TIM) [3]. This behavior lets to their application as actuator and/or

sensor, because their structures may detect the mechanical stresses
and thermal changes around them and reply almost instantly to the
external variation [1-7].

There are several SMA actuator, sensor, and actuator/sensor
solutions. Although NiTi alloy is usually used as wire (micrometric
and millimetric diameters), bias spring-type actuators provide
many advantages, such as significant force output/motion, compact
size, high work output, and easy design. These systems could be
applied in adjusting wing aircrafta, where the basic problem is
to design a SMA actuator system with the required force output,
which will generate a specific movement [8]. Depending on the size
of parts and the matrix material properties the design could require
several NiTi springs as actuators.
The NiTi alloy as a wire sensor can be essential to self-healing
systemb to detect cracks during the part applications [9]. This is
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due to the typical characteristic of NiTi of having an excellent
linear relationship of electrical resistivity during the martensitic
transformation in/from austenite as a function of stress applied in
the super elastic field.

Actually, the current research challenge is integrating the
SMA wires or springers as actuator and/or sensor in different
alloy matrixes, where the melting temperature is lower than the
temperature where the NiTi degradation is possible. Indirect
additive manufacturing, as material extrusion technology (MEX),
could ensure a good performance after processing stages (shaping,
debinding and sintering). The adhesion efficiency, between sensor
and matrix, can be highlighted by X-ray microtomography, one of
the most attractive technique to evaluate the quality of adhesion
between matrix and sensor [10].
In practice, NiTi SMA actuators react to temperature changes
with a shape change; thus, they can be considered sensor/actuator
systems [5]. To use the SMA as both an actuator/sensor provides
enormous advantages in cost reduction and optimization of several
parts/systems/devices. The microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) can use this advantage by phase transition into NiTi thin
films, to apply as pressure gauge (sensor) and react by electrical
behavior (actuator) to assure sealing, as well as security of the
system through smaller design, due to its high recoverable strain
and output forces [11]. The challenge here is to design the NiTi thin
films with the required thickness to assure the properties and alloy
composition [9-12].
The response of an SMA actuator/sensor in different
applications can be significantly affected by several factors, such
as: alloy composition, part/system/device geometry, actuation
temperature, application conditions, and processing parameters.
Thus, the rigorous material investigation is mandatory. However, it
is impossible to deny that it is a versatile and promising material.

a4DComposite - Moldação inteligente de componentes 4D
baseados em ligas com memória de forma embebidas em carbono
pré-impregnado com termoplástico
bCrackFree - Towards self-repairing metallic alloys
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